Due to the inherent danger of Material Removal Tools, Personal Protective Equipment must be worn at ALL TIMES

*With Great Machines, Comes Great Responsibility*

All shop users are required to follow Shop Safety Protocol
Sketching

Realm of Ideation and Blue Sky thinking
Have fun, get all your ideas out
Reserve judgement, Encourage Playful Exploration
3D Sketching

Sense of Scale
Have fun, get all your ideas out
Reserve judgement, Encourage Playfulness
Green Zone
Hand Tools
Rough/Rapid Prototype tools
Laser Cutter, Hand Drill, Hack Saw
Yellow Zone

Power Tools
Rough Prototype Tools
Bandsaws, Jump Shear, and Drill Presses
3D Printing
Complex Geometries
Rapid Prototyping
Lathe
Concentric Geometries
Precision Prototyping
Bridgeport Mill
Linear Geometries
Precision Prototyping
Shop Bot CNC
Complex Geometries
Rapid Prototyping
Water Jet
Cuts Any Material
Rapid Prototyping
New, Simple and Fast!

Plasma Cutter
Cuts Any Metal
Rough Prototyping
Simple, Fast, and Fun!
Don't forget to take the safety quiz

https://sites.tufts.edu/bray/

& Login

Stay up to date with @BrayLabs on Instagram